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Introduction

I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground
and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces
many seeds.—Jesus
This profound statement by Jesus is taken from the New International Version of the Bible in John 12:24. Notice that Jesus did not say,
“I tell you a truth.” He said, “I tell you the truth.” A truth is one out of
so many. The truth is the absolute; there is none other. A paraphrase of
what Jesus was saying here would go like this: until you sacrifice a
seed of wheat, it cannot increase. Sacrificing remains the absolute key
to maximum success. Every great accomplishment is underpinned by a
sacrifice. The reason many people experience limited success is that
they have not developed a regular habit of sacrificing. If you sacrifice
every day, you will harvest every day; if you sacrifice only sometimes,
you will harvest only some times.
In reality, only one prospect awaits any seed: death. When you sacrifice it, the seed dies. When it is not sacrificed, with time, the seed also
dies. Every success-driven person knows that it is tragic to be stuck
with a dead seed. You can’t eat it; you can’t plant it. Sacrificing, therefore, is not just an option; it is the only option if you want to get to your
maximum.
vii
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The principles and truths you are about to encounter in this book
will make absolutely no sense to you if you do not have an ongoing
relationship with God the Almighty, the Creator of all things and
Judge of the universe, who is revealed in the Holy Trinity as God the
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. The principles are
founded on His Word, which is expounded between the covers of the
Holy Bible.
Indeed the diverse concepts of sacrificing expounded in this book are
rooted in the very nature of this God and are directed at extolling Him
all the way.
You will find reading this book more meaningful if you would connect to God through His Son Jesus Christ. If you have not previously
done so, I would ask you to do so now by simply accepting His sacrifice on the cross of Calvary to redeem you and me from the destruction
of sin and separation from God. All you need is to only believe and ask
Jesus to become the new Lord over your life and ask Him to help you
live your life going forward. He will.
Making sacrifices is second nature to God Himself. He created the
heavens and the earth, putting them under man’s dominion. That is how
man came to dominate outer space, the earth and the great oceans and
seas. Man did not make these conquests by his own sheer scientific
brilliance. It is a brilliance freely given and anchored by God to unleash
man’s dominion mandate. God went a step further when He took the
form of a man and died sacrificially to redeem man from a fallen state
and reconcile him to Himself.
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The Creator’s passion for sacrificing is at the foundation of His eternal plan for man. Sacrificing is not alien to God; it is to man that sacrificing is alien. Man needs to be taught his responsibility to live a life of
sacrifices in pursuit of maximum success, to rediscover himself, and in
the process, discover this awesome God to whom, ultimately, all the
purposes of sacrificing should be directed. That is why the Bible counsels in 1 Corinthians 10:31:
Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all
to the glory of God.
Whatsoever is whatsoever. All things that man does should glorify
God, period.
You must understand that you were created to achieve maximum
success. Getting to the maximum of your potential is your divine calling. But genuine contentment with life cannot be achieved outside a life
of constant sacrificing. Making sacrifices will bring out the best in you
and bring your potential as a person to fruition. As Jesus said, all the
potentials locked up in that grain of corn will remain dormant and
locked up until the grain of corn dies by sacrifice. When that happens, a
progressively regenerative process is triggered that releases the locked
potential into a refreshing new life. Many, if not all people, desire to be
renewed physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually from time to
time. The quest for refreshment and renewal is universal. This book
will show you one veritable key to achieving that: making sacrifices.
Sacrificing has vast dimensions. Hopefully, you will encounter a few in
this book, drawn mostly from my personal testimony and from observ-
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ing the lives of men and women who have lived their lives travelling
the path of sacrifices.
Sacrificing unlocks potentials. Sacrificing releases fresh life and
gives a stale life a boost. Making sacrifices is a catalyst for sustainable
development. Sacrificing puts true joy in man’s heart. Sacrificing is
man’s greatest calling. But it all begins with a vibrant relationship with
God through His Son, Jesus Christ, who Himself is the greatest sacrifice of all time, for as the Bible says in 2 Corinthians 9:15, Thank God
for His Son—His Gift too wonderful for words.
This is a book that defines the essence of Christianity and life.
A book to make you pause, think and re-adjust your Christian
life, a very explicit Christian perspective.
—Ruki Ekpekurede (Reviewer)

1
Go the Extra Mile

We are not going to be able to achieve any of life’s great goals in comfort
and convenience. We will have to build our successes at great discomfort
and inconvenience to ourselves. That is how God’s projects grow: in persecutions and distress. The accomplishment of our dreams will not be driven
by what we can conveniently do. It will be driven by the sacrifices that we
are ready and decidedly willing to make. That is why God’s Word warns
that anyone who watches the wind (that is situations and circumstances) will
never sow (Ecclesiastes 11:4). There are many wind watchers in our time
who hope to sit and make no sacrifices but still expect the best out of life. In
fact anyone familiar with making sacrifices would confess that there always
appears to be a strange wind blowing each time life calls for making a sacrifice. From my own experience, there is hardly ever a convenient time to
make sacrifices. The very nature of a sacrifice is that it is inconvenient.
There are sacrifices at the personal and group levels. For example, the
accomplishments and purposes of our time are not the assignment of a
future generation. They are clearly the assignment of our generation. Each
generation has its own purposes and goals. Man, shy of making sacrifices,
has a tendency to pass the buck. If we ignore our responsibilities and assign1
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ments and focus on another, we will not prosper in that which we choose to
do. God is a God of clear purpose and plan.
There is an enigmatic character in the Bible called David. Although he
had a burning desire to build a temple for God, in His own perfect plan, God
had chosen Solomon his son for that assignment. David was sensitive
enough to heed God’s warning and only content himself with raising the
resources for Solomon. Had David insisted on fulfilling his own heart’s
desire, he would have incurred God’s wrath. Paul says, “I planted; Apollos
watered.” It was not the other way round. Each generation of God’s people
has its own specific assignment given by God. We cannot pass ours to the
next generation. That would be distractive and unproductive. In many of our
local churches today, this generation is privileged to be the generation
tasked with building the infrastructures for the expansion of God’s kingdom. It is one of the most enduring legacies we can ever pass to the next
generation. The next generation must not inherit uncompleted projects. This
responsibility calls for great sacrifices, and these sacrifices would come at
different levels: at a personal level, at a family level, at a group level, and at
a national level—all of which together deliver our individual purposes and
callings.
As foundation members of one of my former local churches, we had
always known that our main assignment was to lay a solid foundation for a
flourishing ministry in time. Part of that foundation was the completion of
the church auditorium building at the church headquarters and the work
called for a lot of sacrifice. Of course, make no mistake about this, the
church of Christ is not just about buildings, but the propagation of the Gospel cannot be effective without buildings and the necessary infrastructure
for evangelism and making disciples of converts. One very strong reason for
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the early fast growth of that church was our commitment and dedication to
build the temple of God. God saw in us unity and focus and added to our
numbers. Where there is unity of purpose, God commands blessings. At
some point in time, the growth appeared to slow down in proportion to our
waning commitment to the temple. In the pursuit of a worthy goal, weariness does naturally set in, but we must be alert to that crafty spirit and deal
with it, if we are to achieve our goals. There were many people who were
drawn to the church as they saw a big thing happening. Some drawn by their
curiosity and others by the sheer sacrifices we were making. Sacrificing is at
the root of organisational growth. Do you see any flourishing ministry? Go
check it out. Its progress is underlain by strong sacrifices by men and
women with the right heart and attitude.
I am using the circumstances of that church to illustrate the response of
God to the sacrifices we make. Where there is a physical sacrifice, flies
perch there. But someone has to provide the sacrifice. Sacrifice is a spiritual
force that triggers blessings and increase. As the potency of a physical sacrifice dies down, the flies start to leave to locate the next place where a potent
sacrifice is on offer. This truth has its spiritual parallel. It is a divine law that
is immutable. So I draw the attention of all to this spiritual fact: if we want a
return of the days of the geometric increase both in our lives and callings,
we must return to making great sacrifices. If you are not going to give much,
the implication is that you are not going to need much and God will ensure
that not much comes into your hands—for to whom much is given, much is
expected.
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines sacrifice as:
“The giving up of something of great value to oneself for a special
purpose, or to benefit somebody else.”
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In a world where life is increasingly on the fast lane, full of selfishness and
greed, sacrificing sounds like a strange gospel.
The great nations of the West have achieved greater strides and development, not for knowing God more than the rest of the world, but for their legendary sacrifices in support of the poorer nations. The great tragedy is that the
poor nations have not been able to wean themselves off the handouts from the
richer nations; rather, ironically, they crave for more handouts and thereby
perpetuate their poverty. Javier Perez de Cuellar, a former U.N. Secretary
General, once stated that aid works well only when it complements a sound
development strategy. All nations and all individuals need a strategy for
development, not just for consumption. Any individual or organization that
consumes more than it produces is doomed. No amount of handouts can create development. No amount of handouts can make you rich. Have you ever
seen a beggar become rich from begging? Begging is a curse, and you must do
every acceptable thing to be rid of it. Begging dehumanizes and enslaves.
There are good Christians who glorify poverty by stating that God has said the
poor will always be with us. They tend to see poverty as a type of humility or
virtue. When He said the poor would always be with us, Jesus didn’t mean
that we ourselves should be poor. If a poor man is entrusted to another poor
man, how can his poverty be alleviated? That does not make sense. What
Jesus meant is that we should be prepared to supply the need of the poor
around us. You cannot do that if you are poor yourself. When your mind is not
properly trained, you can accept poverty as your lot and allow yourself to be
so poor that even a poor person will call you poor. That cannot be for you.
You must be a solution not a problem. That is the dangerous trap I almost fell
into when I built my first bungalow, but thank God, walking with Him
changed my entire mentality about wealth. The devil can disguise poverty
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with modesty so that you can accept it, but do not let him beguile you. Sometimes the devil says to me, “Chris, you have acquired enough. Stop. You are a
Christian; do not veer into materialism and greed.” But I talk back to that
crafty devil, and I say to him, “Do you not see all the people out there that I
need to cater for? If I don’t, who will?” As long as your motive for acquiring
wealth is pure before God, do not let the devil stop you. Men and all nations
must seek to develop themselves and break the yoke of poverty, and this can
only be rooted in sacrifices.
Aid is simply what it is—aid. Development means sacrificing today for
future change. You cannot prosper until you begin to give and make sacrifices. Everyone has something to give. Some of us have this mentality that
giving is the responsibility of some people to the exclusion of ourselves. Such
people dangerously position themselves as receivers and are content to remain
so. They have neatly fitted themselves in the poverty box. Foul! Giving is a
universal responsibility. Love is one word that is commonly touted, but it
must be tested in the crucible of sacrifice.
Solomon in the Bible was one agent of God who had a firm grasp of this
spiritual law. In 2 Chronicles chapters 5, 6 and 7, the Bible records that after
lavishing much gold on the finishing of God’s temple, and sparing no precious
ornament and materials in its decoration, Solomon slaughtered 142,000 animals in one sacrifice to dedicate the temple! He gave all of that away. This
was accompanied with praises. This unprecedented and bizarre act of faith
and worship moved God to swear in verses 13–15 of chapter 7:
“At times I might shut up the heavens so that no rain falls, or command grasshoppers to devour your crops, or send plagues among you.
Then if my people who are called by my name will humble themselves
and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, I will hear
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from heaven and will forgive their sins and restore their land. My eyes
will be open and my ears attentive to every prayer made in this place.”
Note the expression “every prayer made in this place.” I like it! The man
Solomon invited God into His temple with a huge sacrifice, prompting God to
commit to hearing every prayer said in the temple—Solomon’s as well as the
prayers of others. The sacrifices you make can open the door for others. God’s
response to this unique sacrifice of offerings and praise was so strong that the
Bible records that the priests could no longer perform their functions as God
Himself took over proceedings. Likewise, your every dream, vision, desire, or
expectation driven by sacrifice will always draw God’s attention. Do we want
God to answer every prayer we say? The key is in sacrificing. I have tested it
in my own life, and it works. Once again, let me ask you to notice that this
promise had a multiplier effect on unborn generations. When you make a sacrifice, you pave the way for your coming generation to benefit. Most important of all, the sacrifice manifested in the personal life of Solomon the
Sacrificer. It manifested in the grandeur of his reign, in his wisdom, and his
wealth.
Although those quoted words are God’s words, they were originally spoken
verbatim by Solomon in prayer to God. They became God’s words when after
he had finished praying them, Solomon followed up with his huge sacrifice.
Prayers alone are not enough. Too often many Christians make this mistake.
We must follow prayers with actions that turn the attention of God to us. Two
people can say the same prayer; one gets results, and the other is kept waiting
for answers. Sometimes the waiting makes him or her say the same prayers
again and again as if God is deaf. Learn the secret behind answered prayers
today: accompany your prayers with acceptable sacrifices. Sometimes, God is
awaiting some action by us, and again, sometimes, that action might just be as
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simple as taking that first crucial step toward accomplishing what we asked of
God. Too often, Christians end their endeavours at the prayer level. After
praying, make the sacrifice to take action, even when the pieces of the puzzle
do not yet all fit together. The Bible says the steps of a good man are ordered
by God (Psalm 37:23 KJV), but if the good man would only sit in one place
praying all day, what steps are there for God to direct? When God first began
to prosper my family, we prayed, but we also took practical steps to invest.
Now, to fully understand what his sacrifice entailed, let us analyze the
human effort that Solomon put into assembling 142,000 animals. What it
means is that Solomon would have to send animal tenders from city to city
and from village to village to be able to put together such an assemblage. In
present day terms, if we assume that a ram costs about 10,000 Nigerian Naira,
the implication is that Solomon slaughtered animals worth about 1.5 billion
Naira or the equivalent of about ten million dollars in one sacrifice! Think
about that. In other words, Solomon went the extra mile to put together this
sacrifice. Let me ask you this question: as a person how much have you ever
given away sacrificially? There are people who make a little sacrifice and
want God to instantaneously summersault from heaven in response! Do not
get me wrong. I pray for God to respond to every sacrifice you make, but you
must practice going the extra mile. God’s response is faster with each mile
you add. You cannot get to your maximum height without shedding the excess
weight that can weigh you down. Every sacrifice takes unwanted weight from
us.
Sometimes we have to be out of our minds in our dealings with God. A
preacher once said you have to be out of your mind, anyway, to be in the
spirit. Clearly, there is a connection between answers to our prayers and the
level of sacrifices we make for God.
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Another agent of God who also had a firm grasp of this spiritual law was
Abraham. Abraham knew how to make great sacrifices. Leaving his home
and comfort zone in Haran to an unknown land promised by an unknown God
was a huge sacrifice indeed by anyone to make. Abraham’s relatives must
have thought he was crazy, which is why only Lot was ready to follow him,
despite the mouth-watering promises that came with the call. Like Abraham’s
relatives, many of us today would have critically analyzed the promise and
turned it down as a fluke or, worse still, the enticing voice of the devil. Not
Abraham. He was sensitive enough to discern God’s voice and that is where
we err often. When we have frequent intercourse with God, we will recognize
His voice. The dilemma of Abraham’s relatives is also our dilemma today.
Who is this God that no one has ever seen? Well the only way to know is to go
discover Him and that is what Abraham did. Logic and sacrifices do not mix.
The very nature of a sacrifice is its illogicality!
Abraham did a more bizarre thing. At God’s prompting, he took hold of his
“ONLY” son, Isaac, and embarked on a three-day journey to sacrifice him
somewhere on a mountain in Moriah. At that point in time, Isaac represented
all of the future of Abraham, literally all that he had; yet he was ready to sacrifice him. He was to embark on a three-day agonizing journey to do so. The
Bible records that on the third day of this burdensome journey, Abraham lifted
up his face and saw the place of sacrifice still afar off, yet he was ready to
continue the strange journey. In other words, Abraham had to even go an extra
mile to sacrifice what represented his entire future, all that he ever dreamt of
and prayed for, all that he patiently waited for twenty four years! To my mind,
this was one sacrifice surpassed only by the wilful death of Jesus Christ on the
cross. Let me ask you: what has God asked you to do? All the sacrifices that I
have ever made put together, how do they weigh against this one sacrifice by
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Abraham? Honestly, many times I feel sacrifice-deficient when I remember
this story. Abraham’s act is simply a benchmark for Christian sacrifice.
When I began to meditate on this story, I wondered why God made Abraham go so far to make this sacrifice. The sacrifice itself was hard enough. Did
he have to undertake the long journey to make it? Was this not making the
blow too hard? What was wrong in sacrificing Isaac in the backyard of their
home? Then it dawned on me: there are some sacrifices you cannot make to
anyone’s knowledge because they will stop you. They will tell you that you
have gone stark crazy. Your friends will harass you for giving your money to
that “greedy” pastor. They will warn you about how “deceptive” all these
churches are and how they have been set up to milk unsuspecting givers. You
see, that is why the lifestyle of successful pastors attracts the attention of the
public more than the lifestyle of thieving politicians. The world can stand
prosperous politicians but not prosperous pastors. I am not by this statement
giving endorsement to everyone who shows up as a man of God. Indeed,
some of them are fake, and the Bible is careful to warn us about their antics.
Sarah would have stopped Abraham. The servants would have stopped
him. There would have been a family fight over the matter. The lesson for us
is this: when God has asked you to do something, it is counterproductive to
seek the opinion of men. To get to your maximum, you must be prepared to do
things people around you will not agree with. This singular act opened an avalanche of blessings for Abraham and set him up for his maximum. Is there a
project God has ministered to you to execute but men’s opinions on it are
causing you to dither? You need to embark on a long journey away from those
men. Remember, to go any further at a certain point, it was necessary for
Abraham to ask the men who were with him to stay behind while he trudged
on alone, taking along his sacrifice. Abraham would never have pleased God
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if those men stuck with him. Sometimes, we may need to displease wellmeaning people around us in order to get to our maximum. When we first
became Christians and my wife and I began to make financial pledges in support of Christian projects, a very good friend of ours counselled us not to
swallow the gospel hook line and sinker. Those were his words. We didn’t listen to him, and looking back now, I am glad we didn’t. That friend recently
came to me asking to borrow some money. Do not ask me if I gave him. If you
visit me at home, I will answer that question.
Remember, sacrifices are often illogical. Do not let anyone stop you from
doing that which God has laid in your heart. Do not worry about appearing
foolish before men; just be wise before God.
The second lesson I drew from my meditation on this story, and which has
been a good guide for me, is that, when it comes to giving and making sacrifices, every location is not sanctioned by God. There is a specific target location or person appointed by God for your sacrifice. In the parable of the
sower, the Bible speaks about him sowing without a sense of direction. He
scattered his seed on all manner of grounds but only a few yielded the right
result. The good thing is that the output from the good ground compensated
for the losses from the bad grounds. The object lesson is that we are to sow on
good ground and make the right sacrifices. Not every sacrifice is a good sacrifice. When you depend on Him, the Spirit of God will always lead you.
Just like the case of Solomon, hear God’s response to Abraham’s stupendous act of sacrifice in Genesis 22:16–18:
“This is what the Lord says: Because you have obeyed me and have
not withheld even your son, your only son, I swear by my own name
that I will certainly bless you. I will multiply your descendants beyond
number, like the stars in the sky and the sand on the seashore. Your
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descendants will conquer the cities of their enemies. And through your
descendants all the nations of the earth will be blessed—all because
you have obeyed me.”
Abraham literally embarrassed God with his sacrifice, and God in turn
embarrassed him with blessings. In order to perpetuate a regime of blessings
in the lineage of Abraham, God had said to him: “I will bless you and you will
be a blessing to many others.” Again note how Abraham’s sacrifice would
open the door for others. Embedded in God’s blessings to us is a responsibility
for us to be a continual source of blessing in return. In other words, we must
become channels rather than reservoirs of God’s blessings. There is indeed the
very delicate balance that all wealth seekers must strike between holding on to
and letting go. Sometimes, it is a dilemma and only a conscience washed by
God’s Spirit can decipher it.
I came across this interesting allusion sometime ago. A channel permits its
contents to flow and thereby retains its freshness, whereas, in its absolute containment, a reservoir, with time, gets putrid and its contents become less of a
blessing. It is on the basis of this classical precept that God has created man to
excrete if he must continue to eat or be refreshed. Any human who eats continuously but is unable to excrete (give out) becomes sick! The same truth is
at work when we exercise. Health counsellors advise that we exercise regularly to keep healthy. How does this work? When we ingest food, we build in
our body systems redundant calories that if not disposed off, with time, can
cause all manner of illnesses in the body. We must establish a balanced regime
of calories-in-calories-out to stay healthy. So what do wise people do? They
labour to earn every calorie of food they eat through exercise, that is by giving
calories away first. In the same way, I say to you: earn every calorie of food
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you eat by exercising. No wonder the Bible says physical exercise also profits, but the highest profits will always come from spiritual exercise.
Develop a radio mentality. A radio is also called a receiver. It receives
wave signals and broadcasts or dishes them out. If it didn’t broadcast, it would
be cast away no matter how much it received. It would become irrelevant.
Conversely, a radio continues to receive signals as long as it broadcasts. If it
didn’t give out, it will be switched off from receiving. From the analogy of the
radio, it is futile to receive without giving out.
God’s injunction to us, therefore, is clear: let the blessings flow! Not let the
blessings heap up! If you reflect a little bit on your own life, you will find out
that the people who have made the greatest impact on your life are not necessarily the ones who were rich or popular or well educated; they are the people
who have showed you care at one time or the other. You cannot forget them.
The point is, we cannot remain on a trajectory of blessings if we are not givers
in the first place. In the New Living Translation, the Bible says in Deuteronomy 8:18:
“Remember the Lord your God. He is the one who gives you power
to be successful, in order to fulfil the covenant he confirmed to your
ancestors with an oath.”
Our responsibility in that covenant is to be a blessing, period. Pay particular attention to the word remember. Someone has said one of the basic differences between God and men is, God gives, gives and forgives, but men get,
get and forget.
For years Hannah had been persistent in asking God for a child. It was
when in desperation she offered to give back her precious gift to God as a sacrifice that God promptly responded to her request. Like Solomon and Abraham, Hannah had to go the extra mile to draw God’s attention. In making that
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sacrifice, Hannah was prepared to give up all that she was asking God to give
to her and for that, God gave her five additional children of her own. God is
looking for faithful men and women who will cut a win-win covenant with
Him. Time will fail us if we are to explore other famous sacrifices in the
Bible, but the point that cannot be over-emphasized is that our prayers stand a
better chance of being answered when we back them with sacrifices. As I
write this chapter, I have been inspired to enter into a new deal with God
regarding my tithes, to go beyond what the Bible specifies for certain categories of increase that I have already defined. This is my own way to go the
extra mile and draw God’s attention to my finances. I believe in working for
my earning because that is the honourable thing to do, but I also believe that
the time has come for me to begin to earn income I have not strained myself
for. God has promised that the wealth of the wicked is “laid up” for the righteous, and I am lining myself up for that. Tune in for my future testimonies!
Because sacrificing is naturally painful, people tend to be laid back and reticent. Successful people are people who make sacrifices, people who take
risks and take the bull by the horns, and are prepared to ride against the storm.
They are adventurous people. And talking about success, I must warn that we
should not get too cosy or complacent with where we are or what we have
achieved. We have the capacity to do more than we have achieved. We are not
complete where we are. As far as God is concerned, you and I are still work in
progress. We should not focus on what has been done; rather, we should be
asking constantly what else needs to be done. That is the creed of the one who
is driven by a value adding mentality. We must take the limits off our achievements to get to God’s ordained maximum for each of us. We should develop a
healthy dissatisfaction with where we are and what we have accomplished
because there is always room to improve. That is how a creative mind works.
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We should task our imaginations and stretch our dreams. You should never
ask whether you could achieve your dream. The question you should be asking is how and when you will achieve it. Great minds do not take forever to
complete a project. Indeed, ask yourself, when am I going to dedicate my next
milestone in life?
At this juncture, if you do not mind, let me tell you a little bit more about
myself. If you do, and indeed there are people who can’t stand people talking
about themselves, then I will suggest you jump over to chapter 2, but you will
be missing an important testimony.
As I write this chapter in September 2009, I am a very senior staff member
of one of the foremost oil companies in Nigeria. There are not many staff
members in the company who have reached my level. By the grace of God, I
enjoy tremendous job satisfaction, and my job provides me with sufficient
finances to meet my needs and those of my family. There is truly no good
thing I desire that I cannot get. When you can live life at this level, you are
actually walking the path to maximum. However, it was not always like that.
When I first began my career in the company in 1980, I wasn’t a believer. I
did not pass probation and so the company released me nine months later.
That was a very painful experience indeed. It felt as if I had failed in my first
vital step toward financial independence and adulthood. In 1982, encouraged
by a friend, I joined a multinational construction company specializing in
marine civil engineering. Because I hated the idea of being perceived as such,
I was determined to prove I wasn’t a failure. Unknown to me, that resolve was
going to ask me for a lot of sacrifice. Sometimes, failure brings out the very
best in us. By dint of hard work, determination, and very many hours of teaching and mentoring by a superior engineer, I rose to become the company’s
first Nigerian Chief Engineer in 1986 and its first indigenous staff to be sent
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overseas on training for three months. I gained great job satisfaction, became
very knowledgeable, and was riding the crest of my civil engineering career.
Today I can point to many important national infrastructures in Nigeria that I
helped build during my time in this construction company. Not every knockdown is a knock out. It all depends on how you receive the blow.
God had been calling out to me, but I always found a way to ignore Him,
regularly engaging the witnesses He sent to me in very long intellectual arguments and debates over the Bible that ultimately frustrated them. Then in
April 1988, God let the devil strike me with a strange illness that led to hospitalization. I do not often fall sick so this was a strange occurrence, one that
really made me fear. I would recover in the morning and get worse in the evening. This went on for nearly a week, and I cried a lot during that harrowing
time. Afraid I was going to die, I finally surrendered my life to Jesus Christ
and became born again. I was earning about $750 a month then. It was difficult to meet all our family needs and still be able to make a decent saving, let
alone tithe. Some of my colleagues were living better because they helped
themselves to company resources. I couldn’t do that because of my Christian
faith. I had given my life to Christ, and I knew I was saved. But my finances
were not. I couldn’t accept the possibility of tithing on a salary of $750 a
month then. Therefore, months after I had given my life to Christ, I wasn’t a
tither. Come to think of it: when God says ten percent of your income belongs
to Him, He is in effect saying that He holds a share in your business. If God is
a shareholder in your business, it also means in effect that He is a partner in
your business. Think about that. A business in which God is a partner has to
be some awesome business. And God is more than fair. He is not like you or
me. Because He is the one “that gives you the power to get wealth” (Deut.
8:18), He is in effect the majority partner (in providing the means and
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resources) but offers to have a minority shareholding when it comes to the
profit. All He asks for is a ten-percent share. A business partner cannot be
fairer than that. Only God can do that.
As I became more and more grounded in the Word of God, it became clear
to me that my salvation was incomplete without the salvation of my finances,
and so I began to tithe and to make and fulfil financial pledges to God on my
meagre salary. I took up challenging ministry roles in the house of God and
began to really get busy. I was making solid sacrifices for God, and He
quickly noticed. If you attend a local church and do not belong to any ministry, you are missing an opportunity to make a sacrifice that guarantees high
returns. Do not just attend church. Provide a service in church. In time, God
gave me more responsibilities, and then blessed my family with a four-bedroom bungalow of our own. I thought that was the climax of living and
couldn’t care for anything more in this world, but God was just beginning
with me. I recall very vividly how, during the dedication of the house, the pastor I invited began to pray that God would bless my family with more and bigger houses. In my own limited mind and little faith, I was wishing he would
simply dedicate the bungalow and forget about other houses. I had been
through a lot of financial exertion to build the bungalow, I thought, and didn’t
want to go through that another time. But I have since learned that God is infinitely bigger than the limits we place on Him. I have learned from experience
that God is more interested in using tithers than non-tithers. This lines up with
His Word: he who is unfaithful in that which is little will be unfaithful in that
which is much and money, the unrighteous mammon, is the least in His kingdom (Luke 16:10-11, NIV and KJV).
When I began to tithe, I broke a financial barrier in my life. The Bible calls
the money test the most rudimentary of the tests for faithfulness. It is what I
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call the kindergarten test. When God wants to check you out for a serious
assignment, He first entrusts you with a responsibility to prove faithfulness
with money. If you fail the money test, God will set you aside. As far as God
is concerned, if you have not conquered money, you cannot conquer anything.
The Bible tells the story of a young man whom it called the prodigal son.
He was the younger of two sons born to a very wealthy father. One day he
asked his father for his own share of the inheritance. He was not prepared to
wait for his father’s death to secure his own inheritance. After a long time of
being harassed, the frustrated father let the younger son have his way. As the
story goes, not long after he grabbed his inheritance, the prodigal son set out
to a far country where he lived lavishly and riotously. With time, of course,
the young man ran out of substance, began gradually to scrounge for a living
and finally began to compete with pigs for their food. His wealth had developed wings and disappeared.
There is an important lesson in this story that can only be ignored to our
peril. The lesson is that wealth may be inherited, but prosperity cannot be
inherited. Wealth is an event; prosperity is a process. You may be wealthy
today, but without the application of God’s science for prosperity, that wealth
could be meaningless. Embedded in every wealth is a potential for prosperity.
That potential has to be unleashed to recreate and perpetuate wealth in line
with God’s laws. The prodigal son ate up the substance along with the potential. You do not squander potential; you set it to work. Unfortunately, many
inheritors of wealth, even in our modern day, do not see the latent potential,
which is why the prosperity of many wealthy folks dies with them. Their
benefactors have not imbibed and internalized the God-given principles for
turning wealth into prosperity. Seed-sowing is a type of sacrifice that needs to
be developed by each of us if we are to attain our maximum in life. I will be
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touching some more on financial sacrifices shortly, but let us consider God’s
own perfect and natural plan for seed-sowing. God sustains creation through
the sowing of seeds.
The concept of sustainability is eating today while guaranteeing an opportunity to eat again tomorrow. God is the grandmaster of sustainable development.
That is why in most fruits, God has made an ample supply of seeds for sowing.
The seeds of these fruits are not for eating. In fact God assures this by making
these seeds unpalatable to eat. Imagine eating orange seeds or paw-paw seeds.
No one does that. The natural reason is that the seeds are for sustainable replacement, for sowing to grow more and new fruits. In the same way, for every dollar
you earn, God makes seeds available for sowing. Those money seeds, like the
orange seeds, are bitter. You shouldn’t eat them because if you do, you will have
bitter experiences later. You eat those seeds to your future peril.
By simply counting, it is possible to determine how many seeds are available for sowing after eating the orange or pawpaw fruit. So how many seeds
are available in the money you earn? You see, God is even more generous
here. He leaves the money seeds entirely to us to determine, meaning you can
create as many seeds as you desire from your earned income. You determine
your money seeds according to the size of harvest you desire. If you sow sparingly, you reap sparingly; if you sow bountifully, you reap bountifully. That is
what God’s Word says (2 Corinthians 9:6). However, for some guidance, it is
advisable to take a cue from God. He demands 10% of our increase as His
own seeds. The Bible calls it the tithe. He sows them on our behalf to open the
windows of heaven and to hold back the hands of the would-be-devourer. If
there is something divine about the 10%, why don’t you pay it to yourself as
well? So, for your money seeds, financial advisers would recommend a mini-
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mum of 10% savings for yourself to invest for your future harvest. Financial
experts call this simple act paying yourself first.
I have known too many people who used to be wealthy but are now poor.
That is not God’s plan for you. For each one of those cases, something went
terribly amiss. When we mismanage or throw away God’s opportunity for us
to prosper, He says, “Even the little you have I will take from you and give to
the one who is faithful” (Luke 19:26).
Former rich people tend to live in the past. They regale you with stories of
how they once used to be rich and speak longingly of those far-gone days as if
they still exist. Someone once said there is no future in the past! Wake up,
child of God. Quit your ungodly, unprofitable and self-dependent ways of
acquiring wealth and lock on to God’s tested principles of prosperity and your
story will change. Quit living in the past and step into the reality of today. The
most enduring action the prodigal son took was to return to his father in
humility and surrender despite his shame. God is waiting for you too.
In all of my 22 years of being a Christian before I wrote this book, I have
been involved in leading project teams to build huge church auditoriums and
even one of my pastors’ houses. That pastor used to call me the Kingdom
Engineer.
For 10 years, we laboured to build the magnificent International Gospel Centre of Word of Life Bible Church in Warri, Nigeria and thereafter, for another
nine years, I joined the kingdom team to labour on another magnificent auditorium, The Champions Cathedral of Rainbow Christian Assembly. These were
multi-million-dollar projects; these were projects that could task the moral
integrity of any project manager. I committed huge church funds to these projects. Right from the onset, I knew that God and men were testing my faithfulness. Would I pass kindergarten? By the grace of God, I did. My passion to
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deliver these projects on a clean slate was driven by a story in the Bible at 2
Kings Chapter 12 that I had read many years ago as a young convert.
In the days of Joash, king of Judah, he ordered the re-building of the temple. Offerings were painstakingly collected for the project, and building
superintendents were set in charge of the project. Here is the testimonial of the
building superintendents in verse 15:
“No accounting was required from the construction superintendents,
for they were honest and faithful men” (The Living Bible).
This testimonial blew my mind completely. They were not required to give
an account! If you live in Nigeria where far too many officials are corrupt,
greedy and untrustworthy, you would say this is a testimonial that is out of
this world. We must live our lives on principles or we will die for anything.
Former American president, Jimmy Carter, once counselled that we must
adjust to changing times and still hold to unchanging principles. Now, if you
hold money in trust for your church, company, social club, organization, or
family, would your account be doubted? The best approval is when you would
be required to give no account. In other words, let your integrity be taken for
granted. True riches or greatness is not how much wealth we are able to
amass. Greatness is in how we are able to manage a given trust to bless men.
Someone once said a great man is not somebody who does a great thing; a
great man is someone who does even a little thing in a great way.
Integrity is vital for sacrifices that are rewarding. Without integrity, your
sacrifices and seeds will be choked to death by the weeds of sin before they
even begin to bear any fruit. Judas was Jesus’ treasurer. Despite making the
sacrifice to hold and keep the treasury for Jesus, he ended a failure because he
lacked integrity. Without integrity in your dealings, you cannot attain your
maximum.
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Please draw inspiration from the following words I scribbled from a book I
read some time ago. They have guided me so well. Unfortunately I do not
remember from which book anymore and am therefore not able to acknowledge the author:
“Make few promises but keep them, no matter what.”
“Do not pay attention to negative comments about you. Live your life in such
a way that nobody will believe those negative comments.”
“Do not be eager to get rewarded. Just labour faithfully and patiently. Your
reward will come.”
These dictums have kept me going for many years and have guided my sacrifices all along.
You see, corrupt enrichment cannot take you far. The devil is like a wrestler. He will never lift you up except with the intention of striking you down in
a loud crash. Never take the devil’s route to success, for no matter how little
or how much he gives you, you must pay a costly price for it eventually. That
is why Jesus said, “Take my yoke. It is lighter” (Matthew 11:29, NIV).
Now, let us come back to my story. March 23, 1993 is one of my memorable days in life. It was the day I had to take my final exit from my construction
company, a company I had come to love and cherish for 12 years, a company
that drew me out of the pit of early despair in life, and the company that had
provided me the platform to become a well-rounded civil engineer. Guess
where I was headed: the oil company where I had begun! That oil company
had come back for me and was offering me a salary my construction company
could not match. Seventeen years later, I look back at my life, and I see God’s
reward for hard work, faithfulness, and sacrifice. My career in the oil company has survived several retrenchment exercises because my sacrifices have
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taken my career out of the hand of man and put it in God’s hands. I have since
learned that the only profitable path to walk with God is the path of sacrifice.
Sometime ago, I was billed to minister in my former church and raise funds
to continue our building project. As I entered the church that morning, a
brother who was aware I was to minister called my attention to a revelation
that God had given him the previous night. God was set to do new things in
my life and in the lives of members who would make sacrifices that morning
and specifically required me to sow the pair of shoes I came to church in. I
considered the prospect of walking home barefooted and drew the attention of
the brother to that fact. “I was free to redeem my shoes at the purchase cost,”
he said, “and so were all who would make material sacrifices that morning.”
The brother went on to state specifically that God was particularly targeting
couples who had been waiting to bear children. When I mounted the pulpit, I
promptly made the announcement and proceeded to surrender and then
redeem my pair of shoes that I had bought for about $70 a year before. A
number of brothers and sisters responded to the call to surrender their valuables, among them two sisters I knew very well who had been expecting the
blessing of babies for very many years since they got married. With tears
nearly dropping from her eyes, one of the sisters whispered to me that the
necklace she had on was all that she possessed, and it had cost her some $500.
I asked her to redeem it. She was later to confess to me that the redemption of
the necklace nearly closed her bank account. We all obeyed God. As I write
this paragraph, it just occurred to me that the shoe I pledged and redeemed is
still surviving in my rack after several years and is very much in service. It is
still one of my favourite pair of shoes after much newer pairs had retired from
service. There must be something that God did to that pair of shoes from the
day I pledged it. You know, the ways of God are very strange and can some-
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times be packed with humour. When he led the Israelis in the wilderness for
forty years, they never needed to change their shoes! When we let God be in
charge, He takes care of everything.
Many months later, these two sisters had their miracle babies about two
months apart. I had completely forgotten about the ministration. It was when I
visited the $500-necklace sister to congratulate her that she drew my attention
to my ministration and the sacrifices she had been making for many years.
She had been constantly responding to ministrations to make sacrifices for her
pregnancy to the point of almost giving up, until she gave birth twenty years
after marriage. Each time relatives pressured her to see a doctor, she would
respond that she was already seeing a doctor whose name is Jesus. The second
sister had her baby fourteen years after marriage. I can never forget the unmistakable sound of victory in her voice when she called me over the phone, “I
have become a mother!” I knew both of these ladies to be God-loving and
committed Christians, uncompromising children of God who were totally sold
out despite their apparent predicaments. God never forgot their sacrifices and
He won’t forget yours. The only person who can stop you from harvesting is
yourself, when you stop to sow seeds. The Bible says, as long as this earth
remains, seedtime and harvest time will never cease. That is God’s way. Any
other way is a dangerous detour from getting to your maximum.
By the way, when you become a child of God, you have no business with
barrenness. God says there shall be none barren among His children and that
settles the matter. There can only be what I call delay, and God is well able to
take care of that too.
In Abuja, Nigeria sometime ago for business, my daughter and I woke up
on a Sunday morning wondering where we could find a good church for fellowship. Our inquiries eventually took us to a church in Maitama District. We
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were among the first callers that morning, and a few cars were parked outside.
Once inside, I ran my eyes round the make-shift structure that housed the
church and said a quick prayer to God to hold the roof from collapsing while
my daughter and I were in that building. I didn’t bother praying that prayer for
other worshippers in the building. It was their church, and if they liked it that
way, it was their business. Well, we had a wonderful time in the presence of
God, and by the end of the service, the roof had not collapsed, and my daughter and I thankfully left the building. Outside, we were embarrassed by the
array and assortment of expensive cars that had gathered themselves around
the church, cars owned by members who had come later. The question that
troubled me was how could Christians serve God this way? The house of God
is left in ruins while His children basked in affluence. Well maybe I was being
too judgmental, but it hurt my sense of sacrificing. Let’s leave that matter.
When I wake from bed every morning, I test to see that my legs are still
working, my body systems functioning, and I give praise to God for another
miracle! One sickness, just one sickness can wipe away our entire savings.
The Bible says there was a woman with an issue of blood for twelve years.
She had spent all her acquisitions to cure herself to no avail. Finally, desperate, with all her possessions gone, she ran to Jesus and got healed. Would she
have sacrificed all her possessions for Jesus if He had asked? Well she did for
other healers who asked. We often like to sow seeds for one need or the other.
That is fine, but wouldn’t it be more satisfying to just sacrifice to our God for
the heck of it, for who He is?
Just a thought—money has wings, and it flies. If you do not sow it, it goes
anyway. Money does not permit itself to be chained. If you do not send it on
an errand, it sends itself on one. Money you send on an errand would return to
you. Money that sends itself on an errand does not return. There are only three
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things you will do with money: you will spend it, sow it, or lose it. Money that
is sown gives the greatest benefit and satisfaction. Practically, money is being
lost every day by people who die and leave it behind for someone else who
may not have laboured for it and who may not know how to use it. A lot of
money is going to waste every day.
Therefore, in a sense, in their pursuit of success in life, sacrifices are actually being made by men daily but on different altars.
The Bible tells the story of a certain prophet of God called Elijah who
invited 450 prophets of a certain god called Baal to a contest. Before his eyes,
450 men who were supposed to be sane actually sacrificed an animal to an
idol and hollered to the idol from morning till evening, slashing their bodies
with knives in a vain effort to solicit a response from their deaf and dumb god.
Elijah, on the other hand, made his own sacrifice on the altar of God and
promptly got a response. God came down in a blaze of fire to consume his
sacrifice. There are sacrifices that catch fire and there are sacrifices that do
not. We all owe a divine responsibility to spend our God-given wealth right;
unfortunately, there are too many people at the altar of Baal making wrong
sacrifices every day.
Consider the extent men can go to sacrifice to themselves. The Guinness
Book of World Records reports a man from New Zealand who spent over
1,000 hours to tattoo his entire body including his gums. It also records a
woman in Edinburgh, Scotland, who had a record 720 piercings on her body,
her face alone receiving 192 and another woman in Connecticut, who has subjected her body to such severe treatment just to develop a waistline not bigger
than a regular mayonnaise jar. While these may be waved off as extreme
efforts at beautification by societal deviants, consider the length Nigerians go
to acquire exotic cars, mansions, body treatments, and plastic makeovers.
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Consider the obscene and widespread obsession with and abuse of sex in our
world. Consider the wanton destruction of human lives and betrayal of trust to
acquire political power in many countries. Indeed, money, sex, and power
have become powerful gods of the modern age upon whose altars hapless men
and women make strange sacrifices every day.
To varying degrees, sacrifices to Baal take place daily in the lives of men.
But does God expect us to make good sacrifices today? Yes. God Himself is
acquainted with sacrifices. To release man from being damned forever, He
subjected Himself to the incredible humility of being conceived and born into
this world by mortal and fallible man; He died an even more humiliating
death on a cross, and rising up in victory, He was not done yet. Jesus is seated
at the right-hand of God, pleading your case and my case daily. God went the
whole hog to redeem man. Man should go the whole hog for God. Hear
Mother Teresa in 1994:
“Jesus died on the cross. He gave up everything to do the Father’s
will, to show us that we too must be willing to give everything to do
God’s will, to love one another as He loves each of us. If we are not
willing to give whatever it takes to do good for one another, sin is still
in us. That is why we too must give to each other until it hurts. Love
always hurts.”
Sacrifices and not hypocritical acts are what move God. Too many people
pay lip service to God.
I urge you to always seek opportunities to act and give sacrificially, not
because you will like it, but because God will like it. He loves sweet-smelling
sacrifices. When you like what you are giving, God probably doesn’t like it.
Sacrificial giving always hurts. If we are going to ever amount to much in life
and reach our maximum potential, we are going to have to indulge in some
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giving we do not like—inconvenient giving, like giving at a time like this, a
time of severe economic depression. We must give our way out of hard times
by going the extra mile. Do not live the life of a miser. Someone hilariously
defined a miser as a person who lives poor so that he can die rich. So give.
Give your money; give your time; give your skills and talents; show kindness;
be a dispenser of favours. Go the extra mile. The extra mile is what makes
your effort a sacrifice, and many times we just stop short of it. Zebrudayah, a
popular Nigerian comedian summed it up rhetorically when he said, “If I have
seen ninety-nine, what is hundred?”

GOLD NUGGETS
The accomplishment of our dreams will not be driven by what we can conveniently do; it will be driven by the sacrifices that we are decidedly willing
to make.
Sacrifice is a spiritual force that triggers blessings and increase.
There is a connection between answers to our prayers and the level of sacrifices we make for God.
Logic and sacrifices do not mix. The very nature of a sacrifice is its illogicality.
Do not worry about appearing foolish before men; just be wise before God.
God is looking for faithful men and women who will cut a win-win covenant
with Him.
When God has asked you to do a thing, it is counterproductive to seek the
opinion of men.
Not every knock down is a knock out. It all depends on how you receive the
blow.
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If you have not conquered money, you cannot conquer anything.
We must live our lives on principles or we will die for anything.
Greatness is in how we are able to manage a given trust to bless men.
Money does not permit itself to be chained. If you do not send it on an errand,
it sends itself on one. Money you send on an errand would return to you.
Money that sends itself on an errand does not return.
Wealth may be inherited, but prosperity cannot be inherited. Wealth is an
event; prosperity is a process.
Without integrity, your sacrifices and seeds will be choked to death by the
weeds of sin before they even begin to bear any fruit.
Sacrifices are actually being made by men daily but on different altars.
There are sacrifices that catch fire; there are sacrifices that do not.
God went the whole hog to redeem man. Man should go the whole hog for
God.
When you like what you are giving, God probably doesn’t like it.
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